GCAL is...

Gem Certification & Assurance Lab

Our Guarantee
Exclusively 4C’s Guarantee

a globally recognized gemological authority
offering a wide range of services such as
premium, Guaranteed Diamond Grading
Certification, Gemprint Fingerprinting, Light
Performance Analysis, Appraisals, Recut
Consultations, Buying and Selling
Advisories, Quality and Valuation Audits,
and Forensic Analysis. Since opening in
2000, GCAL’s team of highly trained and
skilled professional gemologists, led by
Donald A. Palmieri, has been providing
consistent accurate gemological expertise.
GCAL is an ISO 17025 Accredited Forensic
Lab and a Certified Member of the
Responsible Jewellery Council.

GCAL is the only Diamond Grading Laboratory
in the world to guarantee its grading. The
GCAL “Zero Tolerance” 4C’s Consumer
Guarantee is simple and straightforward….
we stand behind our work. You relied on the
accuracy of a grading report to make your
purchase decision. If that grading
report has disclaimers disavowing
responsibility or liability, what good
is it? GCAL represents the
highest level of integrity and ethics
in the diamond industry – while
others preach high ethics, GCAL
remains the only lab in the world to
accept responsibility for its work.

Light Performance

ISO Forensic Lab

You won’t find any generic, one-size-fits-all
photos here. GCAL takes numerous hi-res
photos of every diamond. Each diamond’s
actual light performance is captured
through the Diamond Profile® direct
assessment light performance system. The
scientifically measured beauty of your
diamond is visible in every image. Digital
files and hi-res 3600 videos are
now available upon request.

ISO 17025 Forensic Laboratory Accreditation
(Certificate # L2177-1) is like a Good
Housekeeping Seal of Approval for laboratories
involved in testing or measuring materials.
GCAL’s methods and procedures are
independently audited to ensure we uphold the
ISO and RJC standards. GCAL is one of only
four ISO 17025 accredited diamond labs in the
world, and the first and only to be awarded
Forensic Status in 2012.

Seeing is Believing

Check Our References
GCAL’s founders and gemologists are in
high demand as experts for court cases
and have appeared on international
news programs when gemstone and
jewelry quality and value are sought out.

Since 2007, GCAL is proud to be an accepted
grading lab for Christie’s Auction House.

Independently Certified Annually

It’s Important, Don’t Wait

R

is . . .
an identification system for
diamonds that records the unique
and subtle distinctions in diamonds,
just as fingerprinting does for people.
Completely noninvasive, Gemprint
technology works by shining a lowpowered red laser light at a diamond,
which is refracted within the diamond and
reflected from every facet and internal
characteristic. The light coming back from the
diamond is a distinct ‘optical fingerprint’ that is
recorded and saved in a database that can be
shared instantly among a global network of
jewelers, law-enforcement and government officials.
Gemprints can be matched and retrieved in seconds. As
forensic evidence, Gemprint has been used by the FBI and
the Canadian Government since its invention in 1976.
Gemprint has the ability to detect simulants and discern
the optical light performance of loose or mounted
diamonds and some transparent gemstones.

Three Reasons

1.

to Register Your Diamond’s

Register Now

You must take this final
important step to achieve the full
security and insurance discounts of
Gemprint. Register your diamond in
the Gemprint® International Registry
with your name and contact information
so that in the event of your reported
loss and subsequent recovery, you will
be contacted. When you register your
diamond, a unique account will be setup
for you that will allow you to update your
account online, report a diamond as lost or
stolen, or transfer ownership of the diamond.

How to Register your Gemprint
Your GCAL Certificate includes a Gemprint, now you
must register your diamond in one of two ways:
1) Ask your retail jeweler or appraiser
to register your diamond in the
Gemprint International Registry.
®

Fingerprint

2) or Register your diamond at
www.Gemprint.com.
(A registration fee applies.)

Enjoy Peace of Mind

If you lose it. If it’s stolen. If, if, if. Even if your diamond
has been removed from its setting, a Gemprint® allows you to
positively identify it, No more worry of tampering when your
diamond is left to be repaired or cleaned.

2.

Receive Insurance Discounts

3.

Protect Your Investment

Gemprint® is recognized by nearly all insurance
companies as a safeguard for diamonds and many offer a
10% discount when your diamond is registered in the
International Registry at www.Gemprint.com.

Gemprint® is a court accepted means of irrefutable
evidence proving ownership and protecting your investment.
When stolen jewelry is recovered, the diamond’s Gemprint®
can be matched with the ID in the Lost and Stolen Database
within seconds.

Participating Insurance Companies
There are major companies who offer Gemprint discounts, but are not listed below.
If your company is not listed, contact your agent to confirm a Gemprint Discount.

Allstate US
Allstate Canada
American Family Ins.
Canadian General Ins.
Cigna Property & Casualty
CNA Insurance Co.
Country Companies
Dominion of Canada
Erie Insurance Co.
Farm Bureau Insurance
Company of Michigan
Farmer’s Insurance Group
Fireman’s Fund Ins.
INA Insurance Co.

Jewelers Mutual Ins.
La Capitale Compagnie
d’assurance generale
Lloyds of London
PAFCO Insurance Co.
Premier Insurance
Prudential Assurance Co.
Sovereign General Ins.
Scottish & York
Symons International Gp.
Travelers Insurance
Traders General Ins.
Western General Mutual
Zurich Insurance (CA)

For the most up to date listing of insurance companies, see www.Gemprint.com

